TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS OFFICE

Section corner common to sections 25, 26, 35, & 36, T.1N., R.10W., W.M.

I found a 1 1/2" iron pipe with a 3" O.S.B.F. bronze cap, I set a 10" concrete cylinder around the found iron pipe. (See Tillamook County Surveyors rewiiness book 2 page 442).

History of found Monument

I found this monument to be as reported on the above said rewiiness, and the accessories found and/or set at that time to now be as follows:

Original 16" alder N.42°E. 60 lks., reported as a 24" stump no scribes or face visible; (Now gone).

Original 16" alder S.5°W. 9 lks., reported as a 20" uproot, roots and root hole in place scribes and face rotted away; (now gone).

*62" spruce S.2 1/2°W. 84.5': (Now 78" stump, lower part of face still remains, scribing visible. I attached a location tag to the top of the stump).

24" spruce S.78°W. 68.3': (Now a 45" burnt stump, lower part of face still remains, scribes visible).

4"X4"X48" white painted cedar post 1.0' NE: (found, OK).

New Accessories

*72" light hat section post North 1.5'

* Indicates yellow Tillamook County corner tag affixed.

Surveys of reference

B-419 1959   Richard A. Morris R.S. 401
B-749 1976   Harold J. Russell L.S. 707
B-1335 1988  Douglas H. Kellow L.S. 2027
A-5742 1989  Douglas H. Kellow L.S. 2027
Rewiiness Book 10 Page 134 1896.
Survey Record Book "53" page 76 1896.

Monument Location

This corner is located approximately 100' East of an old grown over logging road, and approximately 10' West of a fire break, which now is used as a motorcycle trail, in a recent clear cut.

In the presence of Dan McNutt & Al Dvorak

September 1990
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